The ever-increasing growth of the current Internet traffic volume is demanding a bandwidth which can only be satisfied by means of optical technology. However, while WDM networks will bring an unprecedented amount of available bandwidth, traffic management techniques become necessary in order to make this bandwidth readily available to the end user. In this chapter we provide an overview of traffic management techniques for IP over WDM networks. More specifically, we address the following issues: i) Why is traffic management necessary in IP over WDM networks? and ii) What are the traffic management techniques currently proposed for IP over WDM?
beforehand and the dynamic bandwidth allocation capabilities are very restricted. Such static bandwidth is not well suited to the bursty nature of Internet traffic and, as a result, traffic peaks require buffering, which is difficult to realize in the optical domain. Deflection routing techniques, using the spare bandwidth provided by overflow lightpaths, have been proposed as a technique to minimize packet loss and reduce optical buffering to a minimum. We investigate the advantages and disadvantages of such techniques, with emphasis on the particular features of IP overflow traffic. In the dynamic WDM networks scenario we study the Optical Burst Switching paradigm [31] as a means to incorporate coarse packet switching service to the IP over WDM networks.
To end up the chapter we focus on end-to-end issues to provide QoS to the end user applications. Due to the availability of Tbps in a single fiber the TCP needs to be adapted to this high-speed scenario. Specifically, we analyze the TCP extensions for high-speed, together with split TCP connections techniques, as a solution to provide QoS to the end user in a heterogeneous access-backbone network scenario.
Network scenario
Along the chapter we assume the following three waves in the deployment of WDM technology: i) First generation or static lightpath networks, ii) Second generation or dynamic lightpath/Optical Burst Switching networks and iii) Third generation or Photonic Packet Switching networks.
Static WDM backbones will provide point-to-point wavelength speed channels (lightpaths). Such static lightpaths will be linking gigabit routers, as current ATM or Frame Relay permanent virtual circuits do. Such gigabit routers perform cell or packet forwarding in the electronic domain.
In a second generation WDM network, the WDM layer provides dynamic allocation features, by offering on-demand lightpaths or coarse packet switching solutions. The former provides a switched point-to-point connection service while the latter provides burst switching service. Precisely, Optical Burst Switching (OBS) [31] provides a transfer mode which is halfway between circuit and packet switching. In OBS, a reservation message is sent beforehand so that resources are reserved for the incoming burst, which carries several packets to the same destination. In doing so, a single signaling message serves to transfer several packets, thus maximizing transmission efficiency and avoiding circuit setup overhead.
The third generation of optical networks will provide photonic packet switching, thus eliminating the electronic bottleneck. As far as the optical transmission is concerned, the challenge is to provide ultra-narrow optical transmitters and receivers. Even more challenging is the development of all-optical routers that perform packet header processing in the optical domain. In fact, while packet header processing is very likely to remain in the electronic domain all-optical packet routers based on optical codes are currently under development [38] .
Self-similarity
In the recent past, voice and data traffic modeling has been primarily based on processes of independent increments, such as the Poisson process. Arrivals in disjoint time intervals are assumed to be independent since, intuitively, the fact that a user makes a phone call has no influence in other users making different calls. More formally, the call arrival process has a correlation which is equal to zero in disjoint time intervals. However, the independent increments property does not hold for Internet traffic. Not only traffic in disjoint intervals is correlated but the correlation decays slowly 1 , meaning that even if the time intervals under consideration are far apart from one another the traffic is still correlated.
The traffic process is said to have long memory or long-range dependence. In the specific case of Internet traffic, such long-range dependence is observed in the packet counting process which represents the number of bytes in fixed duration (¢ ms) intervals [20, 29] .
As a consequence of the slow decay of the autocorrelation function the overflow probability in intermediate router queues increases heavily,in comparison to a process with independent increments (Poisson). In [26] an experimental queueing analysis with long-range dependent traffic is presented, which compares an original Internet traffic trace with a shuffled version, i.e. with destroyed correlations. The results show a dramatic impact in server performance due to long-range dependence. Figure 11 .1 shows the results from trace-driven simulations of a single server infinite buffer system with self-similar traffic. The self-similar trace is shuffled in order to show the effect of dependence in queueing performance. We note that the saturation breakpoint for a queueing system with self-similar input occurs at lower utilization factor in comparison to the same system with Poissonian input. 1 Correlation decays as a power law
being the time lag. Such performance drop is due to the presence of bursts at any time scale. In order to visually assess such phenomenon, Figure 11 .2 shows traffic in several timescales (10, 100 and 1000 ms), for a real traffic trace and a Poisson process. We observe that while the Poissonian traffic smooth out with the timescale towards the rate ) the real traffic shows burstiness at all timescales. The self-similarity property can be explained in terms of aggregation of highly variable sources. First, the most part of Internet traffic is due to TCP connections from the WWW service [4] . Secondly, both WWW objects size and duration can be well modeled with a Pareto random variable, with finite mean but infinite variance. The aggregation (multiplex) of such connections shows self-similarity properties [13, 33] . As a result, self-similarity is an inherent property of Internet traffic, which is due to the superposition of a very large number of connections with heavy-tailed duration.
Demand analysis
Optical networks will provide service to a large number of users requiring voice, video and data services. In order to ensure a QoS to such users there is a need for demand estimation, so that resources in the network can be dimensioned appropriately. In the telephone network it is well-known that users are homogeneous, meaning that the traffic demand generated by a number of 0 users is simply equal to the sum of their individual demands, namely 1 3 2 4 1 6 5 7 0 , with 1 8 5 equal to the demand of an individual user.
The homogeneity assumption is most convenient since the operator will dimension the network taking as a base a single user demand and extrapolating to the rest of the population. However, the traffic demand for the Internet radically differs from that of telephone networks and the homogeneity assumption is no longer valid.
We take a traffic trace from our University access link (see section 11.5) and show, in Figure 11 users, sorted according to volume of traffic. We observe that a very few number of users is producing a large volume of traffic. Figure 11 .3 (right) shows percentage of total volume of traffic in a working day versus percentage of users generating such traffic. Less than 10% of the users produce more than 90% of traffic, showing strong non-homogeneity in the traffic demand. This result is in agreement with other measurements taken at UC Berkeley campus [14] . The results above show that user population can be divided into three groups: bulk users, average and light users. We note that the appearance of a sole new bulk user can produce a sudden increase of network load. For instance, the top producer is responsible for the 27.56% of the traffic. Should her machine be disconnected the traffic load would decrease accordingly. As a conclusion, the existence of a group of top producers complicates matters for network dimensioning. For Internet traffic, the assumption that demand scales with the number of users does not hold. On the contrary, demand is highly dependent with a very few users.
Furthermore, the dynamic behavior of top producers does not follow a general law. Figure 11 .4 shows the accumulated number of TCP connections and bytes from the first and seventh top producers. While the former is a highly regular user, the latter produces a burst of traffic lasting several minutes, and nearly no activity for the rest of the time. 
Connection level analysis
Optical networks will surely evolve to providing QoS on demand at the optical layer, in a forthcoming photonic packet switching or lightpath-on-demand scenario. Nowadays, flow-switching mechanisms are being incorporated to IP routers in order to provide QoS at the connection level. To this end, an analysis of the Internet traffic at the connection level is mandatory. First, we observe that Internet traffic is mostly due to TCP connections. Table 11 .1 shows a breakdown per protocol of the total traffic in our University link. We note that TCP is dominant, followed at a significant distance by UDP. Figure 11 .5 shows the number of bytes per TCP service. The WWW service, either through port 80 or variants due to proxies or secure transactions (port 443), is the most popular service in the Internet. We also note that there are a number of services which cannot be classified a-priori since they do not use well-known ports. This is an added difficulty to per-flow discrimination in flow-switching schemes. 
Breakdown per service

Connection size and duration
Since the most part of IP traffic is due to TCP connections to WWW servers we focus our analysis in connection size and duration of such TCP connections. Figures 11.6 and 11.7 show survival functions 2 of connection size (bytes) and duration (seconds) in log-log scales. We note that 2 A survival function provides the probability that a random variable B takes values larger than
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the tail of the survival function fits well with that of a Pareto distribution with P parameter. We plot the distribution tail least squared regression line in both plots and estimate values of P of Q I R Q T S and Q I R V U for duration and size respectively. Such values are in accordance with previous studies that report values of 1.1 and 1.2 [13] . File sizes in the Internet are heavy-tailed due to the diverse nature of posted information which ranges from small text files to very large video files [13] . Regarding duration, we note an even larger variability (lower P ), which can be due to the dynamics of the TCP in presence of congestion, which will make connection duration grow larger if packet loss occurs.
While connection size and duration are heavy-tailed, possibly causing the selfsimilarity features of the resulting traffic multiplex [13, 33] , we note that heavytailedness is a property of the tail of the connection and size distribution. Actually, the most part of TCP connections are short in size and duration. Figure 11 .8 shows a histogram of both size and duration of TCP connections. We note that 75% of the connections have less than 6Kbytes and last less than 11 seconds. Such short lasting flows complicate matters for per-flow bandwidth allocation since the resource reservation overhead is significant. As a conclusion, not only a high flexibility and granularity in bandwidth allocation is required from the optical layer but also flow classification and discrimination capabilities, in order to distinguish which flows may be assigned separate resources. 
IP TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT IN IP OVER WDM NETWORKS: HOW
In this section we focus on the impact of IP traffic in WDM networks in first (static lightpath) and second generation (dynamic lightpath/OBS) WDM networks. Concerning the former we explain the scenario and the traffic grooming problem. We also consider the use of overflow bandwidth to absorb traffic peaks.
Concerning second generation networks we analyze the tradeoff between burstiness and long range dependence and the queueing performance implications. Then, we consider signalling aspects, IP encapsulation over WDM and label switching solutions.
First generation WDM networks
First generation WDM networks provide static lightpaths between network endpoints. The challenge is to provide a virtual topology that maximizes throughput and minimizes delay out of a physical topology consisting of a network topology with optical crossconnects linking fibers with limited number of wavelengths per fiber. It has been shown that the general optimization problem for the virtual topology is NP-complete [16] . Such optimization problem takes as a parameter the traffic matrix, which is assumed to be constant, and, as additional assumptions, packet interarrival x times and packet service times at the nodes are independent and exponentially distributed, so that M/M/1 queueing results can be applied to each hop. We note that traffic stationarity and homogeneity become necessary conditions to assume that a traffic matrix is constant. A non-stationary traffic process provides an offered load which is time-dependent. On the other hand, a non-homogeneous demand, as shown in the previous section, may induce large fluctuations in the traffic flows, since a sole bulk user produces a significant share of traffic. If, for instance, the top producer traffic changes destinations at a given time the traffic matrix is severely affected. Furthermore the independence assumption in packet arrival times is in contrast to the long range dependence properties of Internet traffic.
A number of heuristic algorithms have been proposed to optimize the virtual topology of lightpaths (for further reference see [24, part III]), assuming a constant traffic matrix. We note that even though such algorithms provide an optimization of the physical topology chances are that traffic bursts cannot be absorbed by the static lightpaths. Being the buffering capabilities of the optical network relatively small compared to the electronic counterpart a number of proposals based on overflow or deflection routing have appeared recently. Figure 11 .9 presents a most common scenario for a first generation optical networks. IP routers use the WDM layer as a link layer with multiple parallel channels, several of those being used for protection or overflow traffic, which leads to a network design with little buffering at the routers and a number of alternate paths to absorb traffic peaks. The same scenario is normally assumed in deflection routing networks, which are based on the principle of providing nearly no buffering at the network interconnection elements but several alternate paths between source and destination, so that the high-speed network becomes a distributed buffering system. The advantage is that buffer requirements at the routers are relaxed, thus simplifying the electronic design. In the WDM case, we note that the backup channels can be used to provide an alternate path for the overflow traffic as proposed in [5] . Rather than handling the traffic burstiness via buffering, leading to delay and packet loss in the electronic bottleneck, the backup channels can be used to absorb overflow traffic bursts. Interestingly, the availability of multiple parallel channels between source and destination routers resembles the telephone network scenario, in which a number of alternate paths (tandem switching) are available between end offices. The reason for providing multiple paths is not only for protection in case of failure of the direct link but also availability of additional bandwidth for the peak hours.
The appearance of overflow traffic in the future Optical Internet poses a new scenario which has not been studied before, since standard electronic networks are based on buffering. While the behavior of a single-server infinite queue with selfsimilar input has been well described [27, 37] there is little literature on the study of overflow Internet traffic. On the contrary, due to the relevance of overflow traffic in circuit switched networks there is an extensive treatment of Poissonian overflow traffic. Precisely, in the early stages of deployment of telephone networks A. K. Erlang found that the overflow traffic can no longer be regarded as Poissonian. In fact, the overflow traffic burstiness is higher than in the Poissonian model. Equivalent Erlangian models for blocking probability calculations can be established [9] , that incorporate the overflow load effect. The overflow traffic can be characterized by a Poissonian input with higher intensity, in order to account for the burstiness of the latter.
In order to visually illustrate the burstiness increase of overflow traffic we plot several instance of overflow versus total traffic, for several cut-off values in Figure 11 .10. The Figure shows a significant burstiness increase for overflow traffic, which, consequently, requires a different treatment in terms of network and router dimensioning [3] . 
Second generation WDM networks
Second generation WDM networks will bring a higher degree of flexibility in bandwidth allotment in comparison to first generation static networks. Prior to photonic packet switching networks, which are difficult to realize with current technology [39] , dynamic lightpath networks make it possible to reconfigure the lightpaths virtual topology according to the varying traffic demand conditions. However, the provision of bandwidth on demand on a per-user or per-connection basis cannot be achieved with an optical network providing lightpaths on-demand, since they provide a circuit switching solution with channel capacity equal to the wavelength capacity. As the next step, optical burst switching [31, 32] provides a transfer mode which is halfway between circuit switching and pure packet switching. At the edges of the optical network packets are encapsulated in an optical burst, which contains a number of IP packets to the same destination. There is a minimum burst size due to physical limitations in the optical network, which is unable to cope with packets of arbitrary size (photonic packet switching).
Optical burst switching is based on the principle of "on the fly" resource reservation. A reservation message is sent along the path from origin to destination in order to set up the resources (bandwidth and buffers) for the incoming burst. A time interval after the reservation message has been sent, and without waiting for a confirmation (circuit switching), the burst is released from the origin node. As a result of the lack of confirmation there is a dropping probability for the burst. Nevertheless, resources are statistically guaranteed and the circuit setup overhead is circumvented. Figure  11 .11 shows the reservation and transmission procedure for optical burst switching. On the other hand, optical burst switching allows for differentiated quality of service by appropriately setting the value of the time interval between release of the resource reservation message and transmission of the optical burst [30, 40] . By doing so, some bursts are prioritized over the rest, and, thus, they are granted a better QoS.
Even though the concept of OBS has attracted considerable research attention there is scarce literature concerning practical implementations and impact in traffic engineering. A reference model for an OBS edge node is depicted in Figure 11 .12. Incoming packets to the optical cloud are demultiplexed according to their destination in separate queues. A timer is started with the first packet in a queue and, upon timeout expiration, the burst is assembled and relayed to the transmission queue, possibly requiring padding to reach the minimum burst size. Alternatively, a thresholdbased trigger mechanism for burst transmission can be adopted, allowing for better throughput for elastic services.
The traffic engineering implications of the reference model in Figure 11 .12 can be summarized as follows [23] : First, we note that there is an increase of the traffic variability (marginal distribution variance coefficient) in short timescales, which is due to the grouping of packets in optical bursts. Furthermore, at short timescales, the process self-similarity is decreased, due to burst sequencing and shuffling at the output of the burst assembly queues. Nevertheless, at long timescale self-similarity remains the same. The beneficial effect of a self-similarity decrease at short timescales is compensated by the burstiness (traffic variability) increase at such timescales. Figure  11 .13 shows an instance of the input and output traffic processes Figure 11 .12, plotted in several timescales,
being a fractional gaussian noise, which proves accurate to model Internet traffic [27] . While the significant traffic bursts can be observed at short timescales we note that the process remains the same as the timescale increases, thus preserving the self-similarity features. In order to integrate IP and WDM layers in the peer model a promising alternative is the use of Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS), with enhanced capabilities for optical networks. The aim of MPLS is to provide a higher degree of flexibility to the network manager by allowing the use of Label Switched Paths (LSPs). Labels in MPLS are like VPI/VCI identifiers in ATM in the sense that they have local significance (links between routers) and are swapped at each hop along the LSP. They are implemented as fixed length headers which are attached to the IP packet.
An LSP, thus, is functionally equivalent to a virtual circuit. On the other hand, a Forward Equivalence Class (FEC) is defined as the set of packets which are forwarded in the same way with MPLS. The MPLS label is thus a short, fixed-length value carried in the packet header to identify an FEC. Two separate functional units can be distinguished in an MPLS-capable router: control and forwarding unit. The control unit uses standard routing protocols (OSPF/IS-IS) to build and maintain a forwarding table. When a new packet arrives the forwarding unit makes a routing decision according to the forwarding table contents. However, the network operator may change the forwarding table in order to explicitly setup an LSP from origin to destination. This explicit routing decision capability provides extensive traffic engineering features and offers scope for quality of service differentiation and virtual private networking. Figure 11 .15 shows an example of LSP (routers 1-2-5-6). Even though the link-state protocol mandates, for example, that the best route is 1-4-5-6, the network operator may decide, for load balancing purposes, to divert part of the traffic through routers 2-5-6. On the other hand, MPLS can work alongside with standard IP routing (longest destination IP address prefix match). In our example, the packet may continue its way to the destination host, downstream from router 6, through a non-MPLS capable subnetwork. Explicit routes are established by means of two different signalling protocols: the Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP-TE) and Constraint-Based Routing LabelDistributed Protocol. Both allow for strict or loose explicit routing with quality of service guarantees, since resource reservation along the route can be performed. However, the protocols are different in a number of ways: for instance RSVP-TE uses TCP while CR-LDP uses IP/UDP. For an extensive discussion about MPLS signalling protocols the reader is referred to [15] , and chapters 13 and 15.
MPLS has evolved into a new standard that is tailored to the specific requirements of optical networks: Generalized MPLS (GMPLS) [6] . Since optical networks may switch entire fibers, wavelengths between fibers or SONET/SDH containers a FEC may be mapped in many different ways, not necessarily packet switched. For instance, a lightpath may be setup in order to carry a FEC. In this example there is no need to attach a label to the packet since the packet is routed in an all-optical fashion end-toend. Therefore, the (non-generalized) label concept is extended to the generalized label concept. The label value is implicit since the transport media identifies the LSP. Thus, the wavelength value becomes the label in a wavelength routed LSP. Labels may be provided to specify wavelengths, wavebands (sets of wavelengths), timeslots or SONET/SDH channels. A SONET/SDH label, for example, is a sequence of five numbers known as S,U,K,L, and M. A packet coming from an MPLS (packet switched) network may be transported in the next hop by a SONET/SDH channel by simply removing the incoming label in the GMPLS router and relaying the packet to the SONET/SDH channel. A generalized label is functionally equivalent to the timeslot location in a plesiochronous network where the slot location identifies a channel, with no need of additional explicit signalling (a packet header in MPLS).
GMPLS allows the data plane (in the optical domain) to perform packet forwarding with the sole information of the packet label, and thus ignoring the IP packet headers. By doing so, there is no need of packet conversion from the optical to the electronic domain and the electronic bottleneck is circumvented. The signalling for LSP setup is performed by means of extensions of both MPLS resource reservation protocols (RSVP-TE/CR-LDP) in order to allow that a LSP can be explicitly routed through the optical core [7, 8] . On the other hand, modifications have been made to GMPLS by adding a new link management protocol designed to address the specific features of the optical media and photonic switches, together with enhancements to the Open Shortest Path First protocol (OSPF/IS-IS) to provide a generalized representation of the various link types in a network (fibers, protection fibers, etc.), which was not necessary in the packet-switched Internet. Furthermore, signalling messages are carried out of band in an overlay signalling network, in order to optimize resources and in contrast to MPLS. Since signalling messages are short in size and the traffic volume is not large in comparison to the data counterpart the allocation of optical resources for signalling purposes seems wasteful. See chapters 13 and 15 for more details on GMPLS.
As an example of the enhancements provided by GMPLS, consider the number of parallel channels in a DWDM network, which is expected to be much larger than in the electronic counterpart. Consequently, assigning one IP address to each of the links seems wasteful due to the scarcity of IP address space. The solution to this problem is the use of unnumbered links as detailed in [19] . The former example illustrates the need of adapting existing signalling protocols in the Internet (MPLS) to the new peer IP over WDM paradigm.
As for third generation optical networks based on photonic packet switching there are recent proposals for Optical Code Multiprotocol Label Switching (OC-MPLS) based on optical code correlations [25] . The issue is how to read a packet header in the all-optical domain. Each bit of the packet header is mapped onto a different wavelength in a different time position, forming a sequence which can be decoded by correlation with all the entries in a code table. While the use of photonic label recognition has been demonstrated in practice the number of codes available is very scarce (8 bits/128 codes) [38] , thus limiting the applicability of the technique to long haul networks.
Framing aspects for IP over WDM
Concerning framing techniques for IP over WDM, the IP over SONET/SDH standard is foreseen as the most popular solution in the near future [10] . The rationale of IP over SONET/SDH is to simplify the protocol stack of IP over ATM, which in turn relies over SONET/SDH as the physical layer. By encapsulating the IP datagrams on top of SONET/SDH the bandwidth efficiency is increased while the processing burden imposed by segmentation and reassembly procedures disappears. However, a link layer protocol is still needed for packet delineation. Figure 11 .16 shows the IP datagram in a layer 2 PDU (HDLC-framed PPP) which, in turn, is carried in a SONET/SDH STS-1 payload. The current standards for layer 2 framing propose the use of HDLC-framed PPP as described in RFC 1662/2615 [34, 35] . However, due to scrambling and reliability problems the scalability is compromised beyond OC-48 [21] . In response to the need of higher speeds other proposals for IP over SONET/SDH have appeared such as the PPP over SDL (Simplified Data Link) standard (RFC 2823) [11] . In PPP over SDL the link synchronization is achieved with an algorithm which is similar to I.432 ATM HEC delineation. Instead of searching for a flag (Ox7E), as is done in POS, the receiver calculates the CRC over a variable number of bytes until it "locks" to a frame. Then the receiver enters the SYNC state and packet delineation is thus achieved. In addition, data scrambling is performed with a self-synchronous i q p s r u t Q scrambler or an optional set-reset scrambler independent of user data, which makes it impossible for the malicious user to break SONET/SDH security.
We note that the performance of IP over SONET/SDH, both in POS and PPP over SDL is highly dependent on the IP packet size. Assuming no byte stuffing (escaping Ox7E flags) and 16 bits frame check sequence, the POS overhead is 7 bytes. For a SONET/SDH layer offered rate of 2404 Mbps (OC-48) the user-perceived rate on top of TCP/UDP is 2035 Mbps for an IP packet size of 300 bytes.
Finally, there are also ongoing efforts to provide lightweight framing of IP packets over DWDM using 10 Gigabit Ethernet (IEEE 802.3ae task force) [36] and Digital Wrappers (ITU G.709) [1] .
END-TO-END ISSUES
The success of the next generation optical Internet will not only depend on optical technology, but also on the set of protocols that translate the availability of gigabit bandwidth into user-perceived quality of service. Figure 11 .17 shows a reference model for WDM network architecture. The WDM wide/metropolitan area network serves as an Internet backbone for the different access networks. The geographical span of the WDM ring can be metropolitan or regional, covering areas up to thousand miles. The WDM network input traffic comes from the multiplex of a large number of users (in the thousands) at each access network. Examples of access networks in our architecture are campus networks or Internet service provider networks. Access and WDM backbone will be linked by a domain border gateway that will perform the necessary internetworking functions. Such domain border gateway will typically consist of a high-speed IP router. The scenario shown in Figure 11 .17 is the most likely network configuration for future all-optical backbones, that will surely have to coexist with a number of significantly different technologies in the access network such as Ethernets, wireless, HFC and xDSL networks. The deployment of fiber optics to the end-user site can be incompatible with other user requirements, such as for instance mobility, even though there is a trend towards providing high-speed access in the residential accesses. In any case, the access network will be subject to packet loss and delay due to congestion or physical layer conditions which are not likely to happen in the optical domain. On the contrary, the high speed optical backbones will provide channels with high transmission rates (in the 10 Gbps) and extremely low bit error rates (in the Q w v ( x y f ). Bridging the gap between access and backbone network becomes an open issue. A flat architecture based on a user end-to-end TCP/IP connection, although simple and straightforward, may not be a practical solution. The TCP slow start algorithm severely constrains the use of the very large bandwidth available in the lightpath until the steady-state is reached. Even in such steady-state regime the user's socket buffer may not be large enough to provide the storage capacity needed for the huge bandwidth-delay product of the lightpath. Furthermore, an empirical study conducted by the authors in a University network [4] showed that nearly 30% of the transaction latency was due to TCP connection setup time, which poses the burden of the roundtrip time in a three-way handshake.
However, TCP provides congestion and flow control features needed in the access network, which lacks the ideal transmission conditions that are provided by the optical segment. We must notice that heterogeneous networks also exist in other scenarios, such as mobile and satellite communications. In order to adapt to the specific characteristics of each of the network segments split TCP connection models, an evolutionary approach of the TCP end-to-end model, have been recently proposed [2, 12] . We note that TCP splitting is not an efficient solution for optical networks, since due to the wavelength speed, in the order of Gbps, the use of TCP in the optical segment can be questioned. For example, considering a 10 Gbps wavelength bandwidth and 10 ms propagation delay in the optical backbone (2000 km) the bandwidth delay product equals 25 MBytes. File sizes in the Internet are clearly smaller than such bandwidth-delay product [4, 22] . As a result, the connection is always slow-starting, unless the initial window size is very large [18] . On the other hand, since the paths from gateway to gateway in the optical backbone have different roundtrip delays we note that the bandwidth delay product is not constant. For example, a 1 ms deviation in roundtrip time makes the bandwidth-delay product increase to 1.25 Mbytes. Therefore, it becomes difficult to optimize TCP windows to truly achieve transmission efficiency in this scenario. Furthermore, the extremely low loss rate in the optical network makes retransmissions very unlikely to happen and since the network can operate in a burst-switched mode in the optical layer we note that there are no intermediate queues in which overflow occurs, thus making most of the TCP features not necessary.
TCP for high-speed and split TCP connections
As a first approach to solving the adaptation problem between access and backbone the TCP connection can be split in the optical backbone edges. As a result, each (separate) TCP connection can be provided with TCP extensions tailored to the specific requirements of both access and backbone network. More specifically, the backbone TCP connection uses TCP extensions for speed, as described in [18] . Such TCP extensions consist of larger transmission window and no slow start.
A simulation model for the reference architecture of Figure 11 .17 is shown in Figure 11 .18. The 0 3 simulator is selected as a simulation tool since an accurate TCP implementation is available. We choose a simple network topology consisting of an optical channel (1 Gbps) which connects a couple of access routers located at the boundaries of the optical network, as shown in Figure 11 .18. Regarding the access network two access links provide connectivity between the access routers and client and server respectively. We simulate a number of network conditions with varying network parameters, namely link capacities, propagation delay and loss probability. The objective is to evaluate candidate transfer modes based on TCP with the performance metric being connection throughput. Figure 11 .19 shows throughput versus file size for split-TCP (STCP-PPS) and end-to-end TCP (EE-PPS) connection with the access network parameters shown in table 11.2. On the other hand, results from a proposal of a transfer protocol using OBS [17] , Files over Lightpaths (FOL), are also presented. In FOL, files are encapsulated in an optical burst in order to be transmitted across the optical network. We note that throughput grows with file size towards a value which is independent of access BW, and the less RTT the more steady-state throughput. For small file sizes the connection duration is dominated by setup time and slow start, which does not allow the window size to reach a steady-state value. For large files the TCP reaches steady-state and the throughput is equal to window size divided by round-trip time. Such behavior is expected in a large bandwidth-delay product network, in which connections are RTT-limited rather than bandwidth-limited.
We note that the use of split TCP provides a significant performance improvement. Thus, we expect that the forthcoming WDM networks will incorporate a connection adaptation mechanism in the edge routers so that the WDM bandwidth can be fully exploited. 
Performance evaluation of file transfer (WWW) services over WDM networks
The results shown in the previous section provide a comparison in error free conditions, for instance in a first generation WDM network (static lightpath between routers). However, it turns out that second generation WDM networks suffer blocking probability as a consequence of the limited number of wavelengths and burst dropping due to limited queueing space in optical burst or photonic packet switches. In such conditions split TCP becomes inefficient and alternate protocol design become necessary.
In FOL [17] , files are encapsulated in optical bursts which are released through the optical backbone using a simple stop and wait protocol for error control. Assuming that the setup of an optical burst takes RTT/2, Figure 11 .20 shows the achieved throughput with error probabilities lower than 0.1, for both FOL (different burst sizes) and Split TCP (STCP). We observe that TCP congestion avoidance severely limits transfer efficiency. If loss probabilty is equal to 0.01 the throughput obtained with TCP is half the throughput obtained with a simple stop and wait protocol in FOL. This serves to illustrate that the throughput penalty imposed by the TCP congestion control mechanisms is rather significant. The main difference between a simple FOL protocol and TCP is the way both protocols interpret congestion. While TCP considers that loss is produced by queueing overflow FOL is aware that loss is due to blocking. In a loss situation, TCP will lower the transmission window, which results in no effect at all since congestion is due to blocking, and the more is the blocking probability the larger is the number of accesses to the optical network. Furthermore, since the i k j m l o n q p r p product is extremely large the TCP window size takes on a very high value. As a result, the slow start or congestion avoidance phase which follow a packet loss take the longest time to complete.
CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter, we have presented the motivation, solutions and open challenges for the emerging field of traffic management in all-optical networks. At the time of the writing of the chapter there are a large number of open issues, including traffic management for IP traffic in dynamic WDM networks (dynamic lightpath and burst switching), design of an efficient integrated control plane for IP and WDM and proposal of transport protocol that translate the availability of optical bandwidth into user-perceived quality of service. We believe that the research effort in the next generation optical Internet will be focused not only in the provision of a very large bandwidth but also in the flexibility, ease of use and efficiency of optical networks. 
Appendix: Measurement scenario
Our traffic traces are obtained from the network configuration depicted in Figure  11 .A.1. The measurements presented in this paper are performed at the ATM Permanent Virtual Circuit (PVC) that links Public University of Navarra to the core router of the Spanish academic network (RedIris 4 ) in Madrid. Rediris topology is a star of PVCs which connect the Universities around the country to the central interconnection point in Madrid. From the central RedIris facilities in Madrid a number of international links connect the Spanish ATM academic network to the outside Internet. The measured PVC uses bridged encapsulation and it is terminated at both sides by IP routers. The Peak Cell Rate (PCR) of the circuit is limited to 4 Mbps and the transmission rate in the optical fiber is 155 Mbps. We note that the scenario under analysis is a representative example of a number of very common network configurations. For example, the most Spanish Internet Service Providers (ISPs) hire ATM PVC links to the operators in order to provide customers with access to the Internet. The same situation arises with corporate and academic networks, that are linked to the Internet through such IP over ATM links. On the other hand, measurements are not constrained by a predetermined set of destinations but represent a real example of a very large sample of users accessing random destinations in the Internet. Table 11 .A.1 summarizes the main characteristics of the traffic trace presented in this chapter. 
